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Student life can sometimes feel a bit overwhelming. 
When you are just keeping your head above water, it’s 

easy to forget the things you need to do to succeed.
One of the ways to make sure you reach your full 
potential is to pay attention to your needs, and 

make looking after yourself a priority.

·  Set achievable, realistic goals - write them down     
    so you can regularly reflect on and reassess them.
·  Celebrate successes (no matter how small) - it will 
    inspire you to keep on going.
·  Be kind to yourself - we all stumble along the way.
·  Seek support and guidance and ask for help along 
    the way.

Looking after your 
mind and body

WANT TO TALK TO SOMEONE?

Make an appointment with Student Counselling, 
check out the LLS or SANITI services available. 

(Not available over Christmas)

When the pressure comes on, it’s easy to stop doing things you 
enjoy because they feel less important. 

In fact, doing these things when pressured is very important
- they stimulate the mind and create energy, which helps you 

rejuvenate and feel fresh when learning.

MAKING new
connections
How often do we say  HI  to the person sitting next to us? Get 

some helpful advice on how to build new relationships.

Be yourself

Fueling your  

You are your best asset for 
learning. What are you doing to 
take care of yourself, to support 
your learning?

A sense of accomplishment in 
your uni work is great for your 
wellbeing, however, not when it 
comes at the expense of other 
aspects of your health. Prioritising 
your health and wellbeing - 
especially during times of pressure 
- not only supports your learning, 
but you’ll have a more enjoyable 
time at uni.

·  Take regular study breaks  ·  Eat a balanced 
breakfast ·  Prioritise your sleep ·  Have a 
consistent bedtime  ·  Be mindful of relying 
on sugar or caffeine for energy  ·  Find 
exercise you enjoy, and keep doing it  
·  Connect with friends and whānau  

·  Do someth ing you enjoy 
( it will energise you !)

www.sleepfoundation.org
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Some simple strategies 
to support your mind, 

body and learning:

We all naturally seek social connections and 
crave relationships. Feeling as though we are 

connected to others helps us 
function better—we become more 

resilient, feel happier, and feel as though we 
belong somewhere.

meet
NEW 
PEOPLE

When we first meet people, it feels quite 
natural to portray an ideal version of our-
selves. This is often called our image. Often 
we attach our image to labels like ‘I’m an 
(insert degree here) student’, or ‘I work as 
a (insert job title)’. 

To build stronger connections with people 
we meet, we have to move past just show-
ing our image, and show our true selves, or 
‘authentic’ self.  By showing our authentic 
self, we become “real” and 
easier to connect with, as people can relate 
to you.

THRIVING under 
PRESSURE 

How will you choose to respond to what happens today? 
Find out how to handle daily pressures, build resilience at times of stress and keep positive.

BE KIND TO YOURSELF

Sometimes, our biggest source of pressure 
comes from what we tell ourselves. 

Be kind to yourself.

·  If I don’t know, I’ll figure it out  ·  I’m excited about where I am headed  
·  I’m strong, I’m safe and I accept myself as I am ·  I’m more capable than I think

Try a new personal mantra today:

Handling daily 
pressures

Building 
your 
resilience

Getting in 
the flow

Keeping 
positive

Counselling Services: 
OCP - Counsellers  - CALL 0800 377 990
LLS - Library Learner Services - in Library

Talking to yourself 
positively can help you 

keep in a good head space. 
Find out how thinking style 

can assist you in times 
of pressure.

See how you can improve 
your academic skills and 

avoid burnout.

Find out how you can 
build your resilience to 
pressure and stress.

Get tips on how you 
can tackle daily pressures 
and access practical 
strategies to improve 
your wellbeing.

SLEEP

Getting enough sleep is a crucial part of your 
health and supports your learning. Find some 
helpful tips to improve your sleeping habits.

PRIORITISING 
YOUR SLEEP

Sleep routine
Looking to create a better sleep routine? 

Forming a new routine can take about three weeks. Even if you 
find yourself laying awake or tossing and turning, persist with the 

new routine and eventually your body will readjust and learn it 
is time to sleep.In that transition phase, try reading, listening to 

music, writing in a journal or drawing. Resist the 
temptation to reach for your phone or computer, it will 

stimulate your mind and wake you back up.

Sleep helps you process all the information 
you’ve taken in during the day, and enhances 

your memory ability. The amount of sleep you 
get affects how you are feeling. When you 

are feeling good, you are more open to new 
experiences and have a greater ability to 

take in new information. You are also 
more creative, and can solve 

problems better.

CAP - www.capmoney.org
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Money stress can 
affect your ability 

to learn. Learn what
Understanding what’s happening in your 
bank account is part of living a balanced life.
To reflect on what your current relationship 
with money is like, think about the following 
four statements.
Which one best describes you? 

Money makes 
you feel stressed, 
angry or anxious
Try and shift your thinking and focus on 
what you have (skills, opportunities). 
Accept where you are now and think 
about what you can do to change.

Too hard, don’t want to think about money
You may over-spend or buy things without thinking and give up on saving before you start. 
Set aside enough money for things that really make you happy. See if you can learn to like and 
enjoy saving money.

You want more money, 
it’s all you think about most of the time

A competitive, ambitious trait is great, but make sure you don’t sacrifice 
your health or happiness in the pursuit of it.

You have balance
You know it’s important enough to learn more about money and stay 
on top of it, but you also know it’s not so important that 
you sacrifice your health or wellbeing for it.

Managing money is a skill you can learn and get better at 
- like any skill, it takes practice and time.

you can do to have a more 
balanced relationship 

with money.
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·  Sleep in a dark room, or use eye guards  ·  Turn off  all devices  ·  A
void caff e
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·  Get the room temperature just right  ·  Wake up at the same ti m
e each morning

    ·  Use earplugs to block out so
und
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